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Shinji
The pillar that supports life is the unmei.

Do you truly understand this one principle?
There are many people who walk the path (life) and leave behind regrets of their own accord and repeatedly feel 
remorse when incidents occur.
How are you doing?

To the Shinja
You must learn the teachings and try to make the best of them in your kokoro (life).
The more deeply the teachings are learned, the kokoro of human beings moves before something occurs and a 
kokoro of awareness is experienced.
If you are aware, your response will change.
It leads to the correct interaction, the correct thought, the correct behavior.

The unmei is the strength (life force) that Kami has given to each person—realize that it is the strength to live each 
day without regrets.

All (people) who live their lives supported by the teachings, the strength of the unmei is drawn out and the kokoro 
that leaves behind regrets does not occur.
Without straying off the path, you will make the best of your encounters with people each day.
Because you are in Kami’s hands, you will live a life guided by your unmei.
Many miracles will be experienced and understanding about the wonders of the spiritual world will increasingly 
deepen.

Summary of the Shinji

　Life is in the hands of Kami; and it is a sacred and precious time to live. If we do not treat the days given to us as 
invaluable and continue to live our allotted time irresponsibly, we will squander away a life that comes around only 
once.
　The gift that supports life is the unmei Kami gave us. The unmei is what allows us to be useful in society and gives 
our kokoro meaning and purpose. We must grasp this principle and strive to make the best of our unmei.
　But, Kami laments the reality of so many people who do not know about the worth of their unmei and leave behind 
regrets at the end of their lives. When we make the best of our unmei, many people will seek us out. Thus give your 
strengths generously and strive to give back. What you have given will come back to you as happiness. We make the 
best of our strengths because life is sacred.
　If we know the worth of our unmei, we will actively live our lives based on the teachings; and we’ll strive to hone 
our unmei. The reason why Kami tells us that we need to put forth more effort is because our effort to learn is 
inadequate.
　These are teachings of the kokoro taught by a Kami who truly exists. The deeper we understand the principles and 
make them a part of ourselves, our kokoro moves appropriately within Kami’s protection before something occurs. For 
example, we’ll intuitively feel that we don’t want to do something, that we should cancel our plans, or sense that if we 
do this that the outcome will be favorable. In this way, we gain an unexplainable sense of awareness.
　Kami’s teachings must be learned with an open and accepting mind. When we begin to base our thinking on our 
experience and knowledge, our ego gets in the way; and we are unable to grasp the teachings. The teachings that we 
learn must be reflected in the way we live because it leads to the right interactions with others, the right ideas and 
thoughts, and the right behavior and course of action.
　The unmei is the life force that Kami has given each of us. It is the driving force that leads us to live a life without 
regrets. If the teachings become the support in our lives, we become one with the strength of our unmei, and the 
movement of our kokoro does not stray from the correct path.
　We’re able to make the best of our encounters with the different kinds of people that we meet because we do not 
go off the path. We make the best of our ties and full use of our unmei’s strengths. That’s when we experience the 
sacredness of life and the wonders of living in Kami’s hands. Our life will truly be one of enjoyment and happiness.


